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With the help of mass media, people receive information concerning the status of an infectious disease to
guide their mobility. Herein, we develop a theoretical framework to investigate the
safety-information-driven human mobility with metapopulation epidemic dynamics. Individuals respond
to the safety information of a city by taking safe moves (passing cities with a more number of healthy
individuals) or unsafe moves (passing cities with a less number of healthy individuals). Our findings show
that the critical threshold depends on mobility in such a way that personal execution of safe moves
unexpectedly promotes the global spread of a disease, while unsafe moves counterintuitively cause a locally,
relatively small outbreak size. Our analysis underlines the role of safety consideration in the spatial spread of
an infectious disease with clear implications for the model of mobility driven by individuals’ benefit.

D
uring the past few years, reaction-diffusion processes have been successfully applied to modeling the
spread of an epidemic with the considerations of individuals’ mobility patterns1–21. Since human travel is
responsible for the spatial spread of human infectious diseases, understanding human movement patterns

is crucial to the modeling of metapopulation epidemic spreading. Fortunately, data on human mobility collected
at a global scale22,23, such as the world-wide air-transportation network22,24 and at a local scale, such as bank-note
circulation in the United States25,26, US commuting network data27, and mobile-phone data28,29 have been broadly
recorded. Consequently, mathematical modeling of the impacts of recurrent mobility patterns22,27,30 and natural
human mobility patterns31–33 on the epidemic process has been greatly explored.

In the event of an epidemic outbreak, individuals often collect information concerning the on-going status of
an infectious disease and utilize it to guide their mobility patterns34–36. People might prefer to stay at home rather
than travel if they are aware of the seriousness of the infection; if their travel plans cannot be canceled, they might
prefer to bypass infectious areas and visit only those areas that appear relatively safe with a more number of
healthy individuals (we call this ‘‘safe moves’’). This personal consideration of safe moves may have a profound
effect on the spreading process, because the status of an epidemic in a city affects individuals’ choice of mobility
destination, and individuals’ movement to a city further affects the epidemic spread there. Therefore, the
interaction of the human mobility and the spreading process is a kind of coevolution dynamical process.
Given the important relevance of safe moves to the spreading process, we investigate the impact of human
mobility driven by safety information on the epidemic process.

Resorting to mathematical modeling with the metapopulation approach, we consider two possible scenarios of
human mobility that encompass most of real safety information situations: (i) safe moves, and (ii) unsafe moves
(we will explain it later), quantified by a set of parameters. Scenario (ii) is an inverse virtual case of safe moves.
Although this assumption is somehow opposite to our intuition because individuals usually take safe moves for
their own benefits, it may help us comprehensively understand the impact of different kinds of human mobility
on the epidemic behavior by comparing different situations. We also have to stress that the fitting of the model
parameters to practical data is beyond the scope of the present work. We find that the invasion threshold (the
critical population density r0c in a nonlimited transmission pattern4) alters with mobility parameters caused by
safety consideration. Specifically, safe moves unexpectedly promote the global spread of a disease by lowering the
critical mobility rate and increasing the outbreak size; while unsafe moves counterintuitively prevent the disease
spread and reduce the outbreak size. The results underline the crucial role of human mobility in the spatial spread
of a human disease.
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Results
Model. A susceptible-exposed-(a)symptomatic infectious-susceptible
(SEIS) model is used as a framework for the study of epidemic
behavior. Each individual in a subpopulation is in one of the four
states: susceptible (S), exposed or latent (E), asymptomatic infectious
(A), or symptomatic infectious (I). Susceptible individuals become
infected by coming in contact with symptomatic or asymptomatic
infectious individuals at rate bI or bA, respectively; they then enter
the latent state, during which state individuals contract the infection
but are not yet infectious. Following a latent period of {1, latent
individuals enter the asymptomatic or symptomatic infectious state
with a probability pa or 1 2 pa, respectively. After a recovery period
of m21, infectious individuals recover and return to the susceptible
state. The mobility rates for individuals in states S, E, A, and I are DS,
DE, DA, and DI, respectively. A realistic model should incorporate the
recurrent mobility into the model, since individuals are often obser-
ved to return to their origins like commuting27 and traveling37. Then,
the interaction of the return rate, the diffusion rate, and the safe
moves will affect the spreading process. Considering the difficulty
in theoretical analysis caused by the introduction of recurrent
mobility and in order to clarify the fundamental effects of safe
moves on the spreading process, the mobility process is simply
assumed to be in a long-term and it is solely dependent on a city’s
safety level as our first attempt. The safety level of a city is strongly
relevant with the way it is defined (see details in the Supplementary
Information). For simplicity, we assume that the safety level of a city
with degree k at time t is proportional to the average number of
susceptible individuals contained in it, rS,k(t). In practice, people
usually receive information on the number of infected people in a
city. In that case, according to our model, rS,k(t) can be calculated
from the relationship rS,k(t) 5 rk(t) 2 rE,k(t) 2 rI,k(t) 2 rA,k(t),
where rk(t) is the average population size in a city with degree k at
time t; rE,k(t), rI,k(t), and rA,k(t) are the average numbers of exposed
individuals, symptomatic infectious individuals, and asymptomatic
infectious individuals in a city with degree k at time t. In the
following, for convenience, let rS,k denote rS,k(t) and subpopu-
lation with k denote subpopulation with degree k.

A common intuition about mobility is that individuals usually
prefer to move to a safe city in order to protect themselves from
infection. Therefore, the probability that individuals travel from sub-
population k to one of the neighboring subpopulation k9, Hkk9, is
proportional to the subpopulation k9’s safety level, rS,k9. A parameter
c will be used to measure the scale of the dependence on the sub-
population k9’s safety level in the form of rc

S,k’. The parameter c can
generally vary with diverse human behavior, for example, c . 0
represents the case of safe moves (safety information positively leads
people to visit a safer city), i.e., the safer a city is, the higher is the
probability that people visit it, see Fig. 1. c , 0, on the other hand,
corresponds to the inverse case of safe moves, i.e., the safer a city is,
the lower is the probability that people visit it. The latter assumption
seems to be opposite to our intuition, since individuals usually take
beneficial movements rather than take risky movements, but this
situation may help us comprehensively understand how different
kinds of human mobility influence the epidemic behavior with a
comparative analysis. Therefore, the mobility probability matrix H
with the entry Hkk’*rc

S,k’ is defined. In addition, we assume that
individuals in the same dynamic state travel in the same way, e.g.,
all individuals in state S take safe (unsafe) moves with cS . 0 (cS , 0).
After the appropriate normalization and incorporating all possible
states of individuals in the present model, the probability that indi-
viduals in state s move from subpopulation k to subpopulation k9,
Hs

kk’, is written as

Hs
kk’~

rS,k’

� �cs

k
P

k’’ p k’’jkð Þ rS,k’’

� �cs
, for s~S, E, A, I, ð1Þ

where p(k0jk) is the conditional probability that a vertex of degree k
connects with a vertex of degree k0. Hs

kk’ represents the fraction of
susceptible individuals in subpopulation k9 to those around k. If there
are no susceptible individuals or even no individuals around subpo-
pulation k, individuals within k randomly travel to one of the neigh-
boring subpopulations; see Methods for details.

Invasion threshold. A key parameter for the description of the
spread rate of a disease is represented by the basic reproduction
number R0, which can be analyzed according to the stability of the
disease-free equilibrium (DFE)38. If R0 , 1, then DFE is locally
asymptotically stable, and the disease cannot invade the popu-
lation; if R0 . 1, then DFE is unstable and invasion is possible.
The equilibrium of the model is rS,k, rE,k, rA,k, rI,k

� �
~

r�S,k, 0, 0, 0
n o

with the constraint
P

k p kð Þr�S,k~r0, where r0 is

the average density of the population in the network and p(k) is

the degree distribution. r�S,k is given by

r�S,k~
kr�S r�S,k

� �cS

P
k’ k’p k’ð Þ r�S,k’

� �cS
~

kr0 r�S,k

� �cS

r�S
� �1,cS

D E , ð2Þ

where r�S
� �:,cS
� 	

denotes an arbitrary order moment of r�S
� �cS . The

stable solution r�S,k can be solved numerically by using Eq. (2). In

particular, if cS 5 0, then r�S,k~
k
kh i r0, which means that the higher a

Figure 1 | Schematic illustration of mobility patterns in an SEIS-like
model based on a metapopulation approach. There are four states in this

model: susceptible (S), exposed (E), asymptomatic infectious (A), and

symptomatic infectious (I). The probability that individuals travel to a

neighboring city depends on the city’s safety level, which is proportional to

the average number of susceptible individuals contained in it. cS is used to

describe the dependency on a city’s safety level. For instance, if cS . 0, then

susceptible individuals prefer to pass safer cities (safe moves); if cS , 0,

then susceptible individuals prefer to bypass safer cities (unsafe moves),

that is, the safer a city, the lower is the probability that susceptible

individuals travel to it.
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city’s degree k, the greater is the number of individuals that are
located in that city.

R0 can be calculated by the spectral radius of the next-generation
matrix, that is, R0 5 r(FV21), where r(A) denotes the spectral radius
of matrix A38. Let F denote the matrix of new infections and V denote
the transfer matrix of entering and leaving the compartment. Then
R0 5 r(FV21) is given by

R0~r FV{1
� �

~r FAJA
{1JpJE

{1zFIJI
{1Jp’JE

{1
� �

~r Q1zQ2ð Þ,ð3Þ

which is expected to be the sum of individuals infected by asympto-
matic and symptomatic infectious individuals. FA (or FI) is a diag-
onal matrix with the kth diagonal element equal to bAr�S,k (or bIr

�
S,k).

JE, JA, JI, Jp, and Jp9 are given by

JE~ zDEð ÞId{DECE,

JA~ mzDAð ÞId{DACA,

JI~ mzDIð ÞId{DI CI,

Jp~ paId,

Jp’~ 1{pað ÞId,

ð4Þ

where Id is the identity matrix and Cs (s 5 E, A, I) is the mobility-
probability-related matrix for individuals in state s given by

Cs,ij~ip j ijð ÞHs
ji~

ijp jð Þ
kh i Hs

ji,

for s~E, A, I, and i, j~kmin, . . . , kmax,

ð5Þ

where the minimal degree is denoted by kmin and the maximal degree
is denoted by kmax. Obviously, Cs is a rank-one matrix, and hence, it
can be expressed in the form Cs 5 vsvT, where vs and v are column

vectors with vs,i~iHs
1i and vj~

p jð Þ
kh i .

The two terms on the right-hand side in Eq. (3) are further
expressed as

Q1~diag akð Þ IdznvT
� �

,

Q2~diag bkð Þ IdzmvT
� �

,
ð6Þ

where coefficients ak~
bAr�S,k pa

mzDAð Þ zDEð Þ and bk~
bIr

�
S,k 1{pað Þ

mzDIð Þ zDEð Þ.

The two column vectors n and m are expressed as n 5 cAvA 1 cEvE 1

cAcEvAvTvE and m 5 cIvI 1 cEvE 1 cIcEvIvTvE, where coeffici-

ents cA~
1

1{
DA

mzDA

X
k

CA,kk

: DA

mzDA
, cI~

1

1{
DI

mzDI

X
k

CI,kk

:

DI

mzDI
, and cE~

1

1{
DE

zDE

X
k

CE,kk

: DE

zDE
(see Supplementary

Information for details). Thus, the eigenvalue l of the matrix Q1 1

Q2 can be solved using the secular equation39 as follows:

1z
X

k

vk aknkzbkmkð Þ
dk{l

~0, ð7Þ

where dk 5 ak 1 bk. In the case of random mobility when cs 5 0,P
k Cs,kk~1, and the critical invasion threshold does not change

with human behavior. However, if cs ? 0, then human behavior
affects the invasion threshold by influencing cs, which is a function
of
P

k Cs,kk. Therefore, for the equilibrium to be unstable, the max-
imal eigenvalue lmax in Eq. (7) should be greater than 1.

Therefore, the threshold condition of the critical population den-
sity r0c is extremely relevant to individuals’ mobility patterns
responding to the safety information, with which we can understand
how these patterns affect the epidemic behavior.

Human behavior in configuration network models. To explore
how safety-information-driven human mobility patterns influence
the spread of an infectious disease, we performed a number of agent-
based simulations with the configuration network models. For
nonlimited infection, there exists a critical population density r0c

that allows a disease to invade the population (see Supplementary
Information). The phase transitions of the model with different kinds
of human behavior are shown in Fig. 2, which indicates that the
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Figure 2 | Prevalence of infected individuals after transient for different kinds of human mobility patterns. (a) cS 5 21; (b) cS 5 0; (c) cS 5 1. Mean-

field results (solid lines) and agent-based computer simulations with cI 5 21 (crosses), cI 5 0 (squares), and cI 5 1 (circles). The critical population density

depends on human mobility patterns. Arrows in (a) indicate the critical population density predicted using Eq. (3). The mobility rates are set as DS 5 DE 5

DA 5 DI 5 1. The degree distribution is p(k) , k23 with the network size N 5 2000, the minimal degree kmin 5 2, and the maximal degree kmax 5 44.

Initially, 5% of the population is infectious, and each point is the average result among at least 200 random initial conditions over more than 10 networks.
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invasion threshold r0c alters with human mobility patterns. In
addition, if infectious individuals take unsafe moves when cI , 0
(the red curve in each panel), then the separation of infectious and
susceptible individuals prevents the spread of the disease with an
increased invasion threshold r0c and a decreased outbreak size.
This achieves best when both susceptible individuals and infected
individuals take unsafe moves (cS 5 cI 5 21 in Fig. 2 (a)), which can
cause only a very limited size of infection, and thus, cities that are
highly populated with susceptible individuals are protected from
infection. However, if all infectious individuals prefer safe moves
when cI . 0 (the blue curves in Fig. 2), then the increased contact
rates between infectious and susceptible individuals facilitate the
spread of an infectious disease with a dramatically decreased r0c

and an increased outbreak size. This situation worsens further if
susceptible individuals also execute safer moves (cS 5 cI 5 1, see
Fig. 2(c)). The result demonstrates the importance of protecting
highly populated cities that are not yet infected and the crucial role
of human mobility patterns in the epidemic behavior. In details,
while safe moves decrease the individual’s risk of being infected,
this behavior unexpectedly increases the risk of infection via the
entire network with a huge outbreak. On the contrary, while
unsafe moves increase the individual’s risk of being infected,
this behavior efficiently protects the main network and prevents
the disease spread with a relatively small outbreak size. The
dependence of the critical population density on human behavior
is shown in Fig. 3, indicating that the critical population density
decreases as cS (or cI) increases.

Distribution of infected individuals in the networks. To
understand the origin of various outbreak sizes under different
human mobility patterns, we investigate the distribution of in-
fected individuals in the network by estimating the average num-
bers of infected individuals after transition in each subpopulation k,
as shown in Fig. 4. It is observed that the number of infected
individuals at each vertex increases with the degree in an appro-
ximately linear manner, indicating that the larger a vertex degree,
the higher is the number of contained infected individuals. This effect
is dramatically enhanced when individuals execute safer moves to
highly populated areas (with an increase in cS or cI) because the
gathering of individuals at hub-like vertices increases the contact
rates between susceptible and infectious individuals. When indivi-
duals take unsafe moves, this behavior can efficiently avoid the
gathering of individuals at hub vertices, as a result, the number of
infected individuals at hub-like vertices is only slightly increased.
Therefore, unsafe moves efficiently protect the individuals at high
degree vertices from infection and thus suspend the spread of the
disease. This suggests the importance of protecting hub-like vertices
during the outbreak of an infectious disease. The role of unsafe moves
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5 2 and other parameters are the same as in Fig. 2.
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Figure 5 | Comparison of the efficiencies of travel restrictions on symptomatic infectious individuals. DI 5 0.5 (top); DI 5 0.2 (middle); and DI 5 0.0

(bottom). Individuals in other states are free to move with DS 5 DE 5 DA 5 1. (a) cS 5 21; (b) cS 5 0; (c) cS 5 1. In each panel, cI 5 21 (crosses), cI 5 0

(squares), and cI 5 1 (circles). Other parameters are the same as in Fig. 2.
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is similar to the control measure, such as dispersing people at hub-
like vertices into different areas, which would help suspend the
outbreak of an infectious disease, as when we were warned not to
go to the public places during the outbreak of SARS40.

The role of hub-like vertices also allows us to expect that more
individuals would gather there due to the effect of heterogeneous
network structure, as observed in other mobility patterns such as
random (cS 5 cI 5 0) or traffic dependent mobility patterns8 and
safe (unsafe) moves would strengthen (weaken) this effect.

Efficacy of travel restrictions. To understand the effectiveness of a
control strategy such as travel restrictions in the event of the outbreak
of an infectious disease, travel restrictions imposed on symptomatic
infectious individuals under different human mobility patterns are
implemented, as shown in Fig. 5. The mobility rate is gradually
decreased from DI 5 0.5 (top) and DI 5 0.2 (middle) to DI 5 0.0
(bottom) (Fig. 5). However, no significant reduction in the outbreak
size is observed by implementing this measure for different mobility
patterns (DI 5 0.5 and 0.2 in the top and middle, respectively, in
Fig. 5), even when an absolute travel restriction with DI 5 0 is
imposed (bottom in Fig. 5). The relative reduction in the
prevalence of infected individuals is less than 36% for all mobility
patterns. The inefficiency of travel restrictions to reduce the outbreak
is consistent with the observation in Ref. 36, and it has been explained
by the heterogeneity in network topology. However, in the present
framework, travel restrictions could prevent the disease spread under
some conditions, for example, constraining the movements of
symptomatic infectious individuals who take safe moves (the blue
curves in the first column in Fig. 5); this effect becomes weak when
susceptible individuals also take safe moves (the second and third

columns in Fig. 5). The result suggests that the efficiency of travel
restrictions imposed on symptomatic infectious individuals depends
not only on their own mobility patterns but also on susceptible
individuals’ mobility patterns.

Then, we anticipate the high efficiency of travel restrictions for
both symptomatic and asymptomatic infectious individuals. Figure 6
shows again that the efficiency of this control measure is strictly
dependent on the mobility patterns of susceptible individuals. For
instance, if susceptible individuals take unsafe moves, the outbreak
size is dramatically reduced (Fig. 6 (a)); otherwise, as compared with
Fig. 2, there is no obvious improvement in outbreak sizes (Figs. 6 (b)
and (c)). Therefore, it shows again the crucial effect of susceptible
individuals’ mobility patterns on the efficiency of travel restrictions
on infectious individuals.

Effects of mobility patterns on critical mobility rate. As for the
effects of human mobility patterns on the critical mobility rate, we
assume that individuals in all states travel at the same rate, that is, DS

5 DE 5 DA 5 DI 5 D. Figure 7 shows the prevalence of infected
individuals at the end of a global epidemic as a function of the
mobility rate D. The critical mobility rate D depends on how
individuals respond to the safety information. For instance, as
compared with the null model (cS 5 cI 5 0), safe moves promote
the spread of a disease with a reduced critical mobility rate and an
increased outbreak size, which further confirms that personal
consideration of escaping infection facilitates the disease spread to
the entire network, while unsafe moves counterintuitively suspend
the spread of a disease.

Human mobility in the Japanese domestic airline network. To
obtain more realistic results and to further confirm the validity of
the model, we subsequently examined the concept of safety-
information-driven human mobility as applied to the Japanese
domestic airline network in Fig. 8. While incorporating practical
data into the model would be more realistic, due to the difficulty of
obtaining the data, the mobility rate and the dependence on the
safety information are assumed constant. We then turn our focus
to modeling safety-information-driven mobility patterns in real
world network structure. The data of the Japanese domestic airline
network were obtained from the websites of the Haneda and Narita
airports, from which a list of direct flights to other airports was
obtained, and subsequently each flight was iteratively tracked. A
network in which each vertex represents an airport and each link
denotes a direct flight between two airports was constructed. The
prevalence of infected individuals after transient for different
mobility patterns are shown in Figs. 9 and 10, which qualitatively
agree with the previous results obtained from the configuration
network model.

From the above analysis, we can deduce that human responses to
safety information substantially affect the epidemic behavior in such
a way that personal consideration of safe moves eventually causes a
huge outbreak in the entire network, while unsafe moves may pro-
tect the network from infection. Moreover, the efficiency of travel
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restrictions on symptomatic individuals closely relates with healthy
individuals’ mobility patterns (see the Supplementary Information).

Discussion
Although much work has been done on human mobility patterns in
daily lives such as recurrent mobility with a memory (i.e., commut-
ing)27 and a complex global airline transportation network24, the
study of mobility driven by safety consideration is still an important
open problem. As a first attempt to capture this factor, we have
assumed that human mobility to a city is solely dependent upon
the city’s safety level. To avoid exposure to the disease, individuals
typically execute safe moves, but unfortunately, this personal con-
sideration facilitates the global spread of the disease with an
increased outbreak size and a small critical threshold.

Note that the safety-information-driven mobility to a city strongly
depends on how a city’s safety level is defined. We have considered
that a city’s safety level is proportional to its healthy population size
or the number of healthy people. As an alternative, it is also
reasonable to assume that a city’s safety level is proportional to its
healthy population density, that is, the density of susceptible indivi-

duals in it in the form of
rS,k

rk
. In this case, the critical population

density is independent of human mobility patterns and does not
change with them (see the Supplementary Information). Our ana-
lysis also explains the result of a related work41 that the invasion
threshold does not vary with human behavior, where based on the
susceptible-infected-removed (SIR) model, the mobility probability
to a city is proportional to the total density of healthy people and

Figure 8 | Japanese domestic airline network. Fifty main airports in the Japanese domestic airline network are connected. The total number of airports is

N 5 79, and the average degree is Ækæ 5 6. The maximal degree kmax 5 55 corresponds to Tokyo (Haneda), and other hub-like airports include Osaka

(Kansai), which is in the center of west Japan, and Okinawa (Naha), which is a representative tourist resort. This figure was modified from the route map

of Japan Airlines (http://www.jal.co.jp/en/dom_network).
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Figure 9 | Prevalence of infected individuals after transient with different kinds of human mobility patterns in the Japanese domestic airline network.
(a) cS 5 21; (b) cS 5 0; (c) cS 5 1. In each panel, cI 5 21 (crosses), cI 5 0 (squares), and cI 5 1 (circles). The mobility rates are set as DA 5 DE 5 DA 5 DI

5 1. Initially, one infectious seed is introduced in the network. Each point is the average of 500 random initial conditions. Other parameters are the same

as in Fig. 2.
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removed people in that city. Therefore, the definition of a city’s safety
level has important consequences on the epidemic behavior.

Given the importance of spatial spread of human infectious dis-
eases, this study demonstrates the crucial role played by human
mobility in the epidemic spreading process. According to our results,
on one hand, although personal consideration of safe moves
decreases the individual’s risk of being infected, this behavior unex-
pectedly increases the risk of outbreak in the entire network; on the
other hand, while unsafe moves increase the individual’s risk of being
infected, this behavior protects the main network from serious infec-
tion. Despite the encouraging results, it should be noted that our
conclusion solely holds under the present situation, and a more
realistic situation incorporating the factor of recurrent mobility27

or traveling37 would enrich our model and deserve further consid-
eration. Even so, the present study is relevant to a kind of a benefit-
driven mobility model, where individuals optimize their moves to the
safest neighboring destination in order to maximize their own ben-
efits or minimize their risk of infection, and conversely this mobility
scheme affects the epidemic prevalence of the entire network. This
corresponds to an extreme case of our model with a determinate
choice of mobility destination and similar results to the condition
with c . 0 would be expected. Further discussion of coevolution
dynamics within behavioral epidemiology and sociology would help
us better understand the spatial spread of an infectious disease in
social networks. We hope that our result would stimulate further
work in this direction.

Methods
Model structure. Differently from the individual-based model,
where a detailed contact network among individuals is charac-
terized42–46, metapopulation structured models consider the system
divided into connected subpopulations along which individuals
travel via transportation. Inside each subpopulation, homogeneous
mixing is often assumed, with which mathematical modeling is able
to capture the travel flows among subpopulations23,31,32,36. A detailed
comparison of the two models is beyond the present study but can be
found in Ref. 46. At the metapopulation level, in each subpopulation
with degree k, the epidemic process is assumed to be an all-to-all
interaction at rate bIrS,krI,k or bArS,krA,k, where rS,k, rI,k, and rA,k

are the average numbers of susceptible, symptomatic, and asymp-
tomatic infectious individuals, respectively. With the continuous-
time formulation of the disease spread in metapopulation models
and the assumption of nonlimited transmission, the mean-field

approximation governing the dynamics of a disease spread in
subpopulation k[ kmin,kmax½ � is given by

drS,k

dt
~m rA,kzrI,k

� �
{rS,k bArA,kzbIrI,k

� �

{DSrS,kzk
X

k’

p k’ kjð ÞrS,k’H
S
k’kDS,

ð8Þ

drE,k

dt
~{ rE,kzrS,k bArA,kzbIrI,k

� �

{DErE,kzk
X

k’

p k’ kjð ÞrE,k’H
E
k’kDE,

ð9Þ

drA,k

dt
~{mrA,kz parE,k{DArA,k

zk
X

k’

p k’ kjð ÞrA,k’H
A
k’kDA,

ð10Þ

drI,k

dt
~{mrI,kz 1{pað ÞrE,k{DIrI,k

zk
X

k’

p k’ kjð ÞrI,k’H
I
k’kDI ,

ð11Þ

where kmin and kmax are the minimal and maximal degrees,
respectively; p(k9jk) is the conditional probability that a vertex of
degree k connects with a vertex of degree k9. In uncorrelated

networks, p k’ kjð Þ~ k’p k’ð Þ
kh i , where kh i~

P
k kp kð Þ is the average

connectivity of the network47. Hs
k’k s~S,E,A,Ið Þ is the probability

that individuals in state s travel from subpopulation k9 to a
neighboring subpopulation k.

Configuration network models. The substrate networks are
generated by the configuration model based on the Molloy-Reed
algorithm48. Each vertex i is assigned a degree ki from a given
degree distribution p(k) , k2a (aw2), which is subject to the
restriction kivN

1
2 to avoid the degree correlation, where N is the

network size. Sensitivity analyses were implemented on networks
generated with the configuration network model with different
degree exponents a 5 2.5 and a 5 3.5 (see the Supplement
Information) as well as Erdős-Rényi networks, and we obtained
similar results. For simplicity, we assume throughout the study
that exposed individuals behave like susceptible individuals when
cE 5 cS; analogously, asymptomatic individuals behave like
symptomatic individuals when cA 5 cI. Further, in this paper, we
use the epidemiological parameters m 5 0.5, ~1, pa 5 0.5, and 2bA

5 bI 5 0.5.
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